Midterm Presentation Requirements
Handout 11/10/03

Saintes Centre d'Etude de Paysage

Presentation
Presentations will be on Friday, November 14. Pending confirmation with Gerald (coordinating with the Language and Culture class) there will be two sessions one at 10AM with one group presenting, and another at 2PM with two groups presenting, all work should be ready for the morning presentation. Keep in mind that Selwyn is flying in early for this review. The students will present the Campus Plan as a group presentation, followed by individual presentations. Requirements are subject to change. In particular the landscape requirements may be adjusted by David Fletcher.

Note: Legibility and communication are the key issues with the presentation. These do not have to be a final product, but can explore issues of layout. Sketches will be acceptable for some requirements in this review, but they must communicate content/issues similar to a final drawing.

Campus Plan
Presented as a team
- Site Study Model: Scale: 1:500 or larger, Existing site elements to remain, and master plan elements must be shown
- Site Plan: Scale: 1:500 or larger
- Site Sections (2 min.): Scale 1:250 or larger

Required Diagrams
- Organization
- Master Plan Integration
- Pedestrian Circulation
- Service Circulation
- Zoning: Public/Private
- Zoning: Architects/Design Distribution

Individual Projects: Note this is primarily your pre-Barcelona presentation revised to incorporate changes based on work with David.

Building
- Study Model(s): Scale 1:100 building model,
- Site Plan: Scale 1:250
- Building Plans: Scale 1:100 all levels must be shown
- Building Sections: 2 Minimum/building, Scale 1:100
- Building Elevations: 2 Minimum/building, Scale 1:100
- Diagrams: 4 minimum required. These can include detail drawings/sketches.

Landscape Architecture
- Garden Model: Show topography and landscape features for one Garden
- Garden Plan: Show planting schemes and site features.
- Garden Section: Required if garden engages topography.
- Details: Sketches of four conditions minimum or per David Fletcher
- Diagrams: Gardens/Landscape diagrams per David Fletcher

NOTES:
- Although the campus, building and garden requirements are listed separately, requirements can be combined. What is critical is the information conveyed.
- Please see Final Requirements. This midterm has many similar components.